
CONTACT US 

Rowan's Room  
Developmental Society 

PO Box 361, Middleton, NS B0S 1P0 

info@rowansroom.ca 
www.rowansroom.ca 

www.facebook.com/rowansroomrdc 
(902) 840-1928 

ROWAN'S ROOM

RESPITE  

&  

DEVELOPMENTAL

CENTRE 

An exceptional place
for exceptional people 

With locations in: 

Middleton 
& 

Coldbrook 

We tailor our programs
to suit your child's

individual needs and
goals. We bridge any
gaps between home,
school, therapy, and
other professional

services with our multi-
faceted approach, small

student to teacher ratios,
and supportive
programming.   



WHY CHOOSE US? 

We offer a unique program that
caters to your child's development.  

We are open all year round and
adapt our programs to your family's
specific needs.  

To accomplish this, we work with
other professionals in a collaborative
effort to provide the best support
possible. 

It’s not about fitting in. It’s
about giving them the skills

and tools to better navigate a
world that doesn’t always

understand or accept
differences. It’s about being

who they are but giving them
the power to understand and

cope well with unfamiliar
situations and differences, as
well as the ability to master

their own environment. 
 

~Elizabeth Mason-Squires 
Executive Director

ABOUT US 
 

Our vision is to devote resources to
providing various supports and
services for families whose children
cannot thrive in a traditional
setting whether due to a diagnosis,
suspected diagnosis, or no diagnosis
at all.  

We focus on students' individual
strengths while providing the tools
they need to navigate any problem
areas.  

Our ultimate goal is to help these
children eventually find success in an
inclusive environment.  

Our main target areas are sensory
systems and anxiety. All
neurodevelopmental conditions
seem to have this common thread.  

If we can help develop coping
strategies, emotional intelligence and
awareness, then there is potential for
more successful inclusion
experiences in the mainstream
school environment. 

Our motto is 'it takes a village' and it
surely does.

. 

PROGRAMS 

 
 

Pre-Primary/Primary Transition 
Ages 3 to 6 years old 

 
School Aged/Co-School Program 

Ages: 5 and up 
 

Before and After School Care 
Ages: 5 and up 

 
Cost:  $40 for half day* 
           $65 for full day* 

 
Respite: Onsite or Offsite 

 
Cost: $25 per hour for 1:1* 

 
*funding is available 

 
We also offer short term programs
throughout the year. Some of those

programs include: 
 

Social Skills Development 
Art Therapy 

Movement/Recreational Therapy 
Sensory Activities 
Musical Therapy 

Transition Programs (including
March Break, Summer, and PD or

InService Days. 
 

Core Hours: 8:30 - 4:00 
Extended: 7:00 - 5:30 

 


